A dust-storm
the great man did not look at passports: he waved us on to
his subordinates in the square building, who examined our
moderate luggage with favour and let us through as night
was falling.
We now had an hour and a half before us, and rode through
the flat lands of the Gawi Rud under a dusty moon, until in
the darkness we became aware of mounds covered with earth,
which turned out to be winter provisions of straw for the
cattle to feed on dotted in a row outside the camp. We rode
through a fury of dogs to dim shapes of tents, and dismounted
at the settlement of the Zardusht tribe at Mansurabad.
Waterless Hills
The dust-storm raged all through that night.
Tired out with the sound of talking, of which the day
seemed to have been more full than usual, I left the Zardushtis
early and took refuge in a mud-walled cubicle both from the
tribesmen, who sat on their carpets outside in the moonlight,
and from their women, of whom only two or three ventured
from their own part of the tent to watch my evening toilet.
When I had undressed and washed, and had tried, to their
rather fearful delight, the effect of cold cream on the faces of
two gay young brides, I was left in solitude and darkness,
while the dust swished in showers through the dry leaves of
the roof above my head. The slight mud wall, here in the
waste of open spaces, turned into the very emblem of solidity;
no comfortable safety of London houses, with shuttered cur-
tained windows and draught-proof doors, has ever seemed to
me so sheltering as those six feet of upright earth buffeted by
the Arabian wind. Not the thing itself, but the sense of other
and contrary things, makes reality.
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